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7G – Empowered by William Blythe

The grasp of power
Hungry for knowledge,
The options of life
The doors to open.

A path to follow,
An angel to guide,
One step forward,
Driving to succeed.

Destinations to cross, 
Problems to face,
Hardships to overcome,
Fears to conquer.

Fails to achievements,
Concepts to learn,
Enjoyment to seek,
Life to embrace.
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7G – Something Called Hope  by Eddy Lomas
As I cross valleys, undisturbed
And streets, the roads covered in dirt
And the streets littered in toys from ages ago
I consider this place, that I used to call home,

Over the rainbow
They saw grass is cut low
But I see no rainbow,
And I see no hope

No hope for my city
It once looked so pretty,
My friends would all play
But that’s another day

Before the guns came
Now the days are the same
Nowhere to walk to
No one to talk to

And when the storm’s done
When it’s had its fun
There’s no more dust
It’s all been brushed

Just a pink-white flower
It may only last an hour
Perhaps a breeze will take it
Or a falling brick will break it

But it’s alive, it still stands
On this forsaken land
It’s alive, beyond the rainbow
And it means something called hope
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7G – Empowered by Harry Kirk

Empowerment is truly strong,
A sign, connecting those who rise,

Above the hate, the scares, the wrong,
To find a way to hold the eyes,

That see a world without its faults,
Its deadly fist of unfair pain,

Empowerment of youths, adults,
Is keeping us from those insane,
Insane from all the hatred that,
Lurks beneath their raging skin,
The fight of right that we begat,

Needs our empowerment to win.
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7G – Empowered by Naufal Ellahi

Though covid
Had a great sense of power
All over the world
We stayed empowered
To do what we do
Best as humans, Persevere
We never gave up
Though the ups and downs
When covid threw us down
We got back up
We jabbed it with a needle
Covid 19 was no more
Thanks to Pfizer and many more
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7G – Empowered by Aarush Kulkarni

We sing for joy, we work for fame,
We rest for refreshment, and play our games,
We dance for tune, we sleep for rest,
We worry for good and look for the best.

We unite as a group, we break as dust,
We support each other, as we must,
We should be strong and impenetrable from within,
And empower others with glory, not sins
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7G – Empowered by Aarush Pote

Strong, brave, courageous
Kind, helpful, ready to give
Are all empowered
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7G – Empowered by Stefan Bucur
The feeling of dread,
As if someone struck a blow to my head,
Why couldn’t I play,
Please just once today.

I need to think,
Or else my heart will shrink,
If only someone could help my mood,
My mental state needs help dude.

Someone walks over to me,
Maybe he could set me free,
Of that troubled thought,
And I won’t be distraught.

He has empowered me,
The sapling of hope is now a tree,
He has made me stronger,
And now my life is longer.
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7G – Empowered by Dailin Chen

I was never perfect,
And none of us ever will be,
But that shouldn't keep you from trying,
As only from pain and suffering,
Can we improve and become a better person.
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7G – Empowered by Jason Raj

Empower the people around you 
Do it so they make a breakthrough
Don't do it for yourself 
Do it for someone else
By making them motivated too
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7G – Dethroned by Winston Brew

After multiple thousand years
Suddenly we have seen
The evidence around us
Showing who we have been

It has polluted the waters
And tainted the sky
Plastic lives among us
Causing plants to die

The sea ice has melted
And species have come and gone
Landfills spread outwards
And no one to call on

Certainly not the prime minister
Neither the MPs
Who do we have to call on,
In our time of need?

Our mother earth is dying
And people are acting like a coward
Come on, raise up
We need people that are Empowered!
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7G – Empowered by Hayden Lo

If I am empowered, I am…

Entitled to say, hear, and see what I want,
Motivated to make a change to the world.
Proud that I can make a difference.
Obliterating racism and speaking out for climate change,
Words with true meaning will have large impacts,
Extreme issues need to be fixed.
Ready to be a better person,
Expectations will be met,
Doing everything for a better life for all of us.
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7G – Journey of Life by Indivar Samanta
I was a small child 
Had no responsibilities 
Having fun and enjoying life
Not much of a choice 
All ways under your parents’ rule

I was a young adult 
Starting to get control
Starting to hatch from your mother’s egg
Peeping out and seeing the outside world 
While starting to feel the feeling of having power

I am finally an adult!
Holding the responsibilities,
Day and night on my head
Fully unleashed from the egg 
But my parents will always rule me.
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7G – Guns at the Ready by Archit Singh

We are doomed. 
I can’t bear 
Gunshots heard from far and near. 
If violence is used 
Peace is never going to work, 
We are the general’s pawns. 
You can’t convince me that, 
Peace is near, 
That idea is distant. 
Death lingers above us, 
We shall not accept that, 
We must choose to say, “Guns at the ready!”

(Now read it from bottom to top). 
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7G – Empowered by Sarvagyan Prakash

If you’re empowered
You are very confident
Are you empowered?
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7G – Freedom by Ishaan Varshney

‘Freedom’ is the thing with strings
That sits within the heart
It strums the tune with your hand
And only stops when you want it to
Just start
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7G – Empowered by Alex Baldyga

The creatures of time are beginning,
An uprising of important happening,
A many are empowering their skills,
ready to begin the battle.

A war it will be,
That all of the Universe will
depend on a singular moment
In the unfolding history
Of time.

Hope must be sought,
To even have a chance
Of winning, of surviving,
Empowerment must be held.

Though no one can
Predict the exact future,
And so our future may be
No more.

Forever we must hold on
To all of our hopes and wishes,
Or soon enough,
All will be over...
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7G – Show Its Worth, Save Our Earth by Mubashir Arshad
My name is Mubashir Arshad and I’m in 7G,
I go to SGS and I’m in the first year of Key Stage Three,
But that does not stop me from giving the world my message,
My message which revealed the first fragment of my presage.

You probably all know that the world we live in is called Earth,
But for millennia, humanity has been decreasing it’s worth,
Humanity – the world’s cleverest race to ever exist,
Humanity – a race that destroys its home, like a great, iron fist.

First, we cut down our trees and plants, causing deforestation,
Secondly, we waste all our water, causing water deprivation,
Then, we poison our air, water and land, causing three-way pollution,
Finally, we overheat our planet, causing Greenhouse Emission.

To start off, we have deforestation, the cutting down of trees,
By doing this, we destroy the habitats of animals such as bees,
As a result, we demolish our lungs, thus stopping the diffusion,
The gas exchange in plants between carbon dioxide and oxygen,
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After that, we have water deficiency, the shortage of water,
As we need it to survive, wasting it is basically a mass murder,
Every twenty seconds, a fellow human dies due to dehydration,
If your soul feels a twinge of guilt, you should think conservation.

Then, we have three-way pollution, meaning air, water and land,
The consequence of our actions, when we drop litter from our hand,
This causes a drop in marine life, as well as that in the land and the air,
We are slaughtering innocent lives; is this really what you call fair?

Not forgetting Greenhouse emission, the release of deadly gases,
Gases like methane and nitrous oxide are being released in huge masses,
These substances are trapping heat within our atmospheric Ozone Layer,
Creating a wall around our sky and acting like an ultra-defensive defender.

These four issues are destroying our planet, like an invincible armed force,
To defeat it, we need to work together, protesting until our voices are hoarse,
But we also need to change our actions, in the East, West, South, and North,
We need to… Show Its Worth, Save Our Earth. Show Its Worth, Save Our Earth.



7G – Empowered by Mubashir Arshad

Empowered – a word to describe the sensation of confidence and power,
Meaning to emancipate oneself from fear and the need to cower,
Power – the ability to do something in a particular way,
Owing to the fact that empowerment comes down like a beaming ray,
Worries – the feeling or cause of anxiety or potential problems,
Eating every single thought of any negativity that ever comes,
Reality can be immoral, empowerment is the way to fight it,
Ending the lives of misery, by defending happiness with never-yielding wit,
Doors of life can only be opened once empowerment exists.
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8G – Empowered by Aman Chandel
People fight for power

when they can be empowered.
People are in desperation

when all they need is inspiration.
WE are all in difficult times

So I’ve brought YOU some nice rhymes…
Think about who YOU love

and about those who have gone above.
Think about YOUR heroes

Who don’t just sit and munch on Oreos.
Who do YOU want to be

fly and be free
Some people in this world
don’t sit safe and curled

Some people risk their lives
and don’t spend time with their wives

For YOU
Become the best YOU can be 

so YOU can cry in glee
For what YOU have achieved.
inspire, EMPOWER, achieve

If YOU follow these
YOU will never grieve.
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8G – Empowered by Hugh Bacon

It’s me, the god, for the fourth time.
Hopefully you have learned from mistakes.
Coz I am definitely a nice rhyme.
Of course you know better than that.
It’s me, the god, for the fourth time.
You know to run away from me.
I do very good poems that rhyme.
Such as this fourth one.
It’s me, the god, for the fourth time.
I notice that you have gone away.
I guess it scares you when I talk so prime.
Like I’m doing now.
It’s me, the god, for the fourth time.
I will chase after you.
It amuses me when you commit that crime.
Coz I stop all lawbreakers.
It’s me, the god, for the fourth time.
This poem is getting far too long.
So I will stop it right now with a rhyme.
You have been caught and it’s the end.

(Note: The reason that it says it's the fourth time is because I wrote 5 poems, and this is the fourth one.)
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10G – ‘What You’re Defined By’ by Ian Kim

You are not your race
Or the colour of your face 
And you are not defined
By what everybody says
Whether you’re loved or hated
You’re praised or berated
You live your life
And you can’t let other people narrate it
You are not the clothes you wear 
Or the colour of your hair 
You are not the language you speak
You are unique

You are the times you’ve cried
The times you’ve lied
You are defined
By what you are inside
You are the songs that you sing
The happiness that bring
You are defined by the qualities you’ve got
But often it seems
you’re defined not by the things you are, 
But by the things you’re not
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10G – ‘Empowerment’ by Ian Kim
You can’t let discrimination become your limitations
You can’t give up your aspirations for others’ accusations
You can’t stop your dedication because of other people’s condemnations
You don’t have to make it your obligation
To always meet everyone’s expectations

Also just because you’re from a different location
For example, because I'm an Asian 
So sometimes I’m placed in awkward situations
And people have strange implications

Empowerment is having the power to take a stand
And not to be labelled under any sort of brand
Empowerment is to put up a hand
And have the courage to draw a line in the sand

Empowerment is the idea of self determination
The type where other people stop doing your narration
To stop racial segregation based off of nations
We might have different original locations
But we have the same final destination 

Empowerment is being more confident
So you can stand tall, like a monument
Incompetent people say anything 
Even if its inconsequent

To their race or their descent
Their face or their accent
The fact that people from other countries 
Are in the smaller percent

Empowerment is to stop it
Instead of standing by, just to watch it
To block it, for every other persons profit
And you wouldn't like it if the roles were opposite
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12Z – Nonetheless by Aadil Khan

nonetheless i'm formless
no shape, fillin' the container 
be the villain how i'm actin'
i'm the perpetrator
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13G – ‘Plus est en vous’ by Sowmien Ratnasingam

My eyes stare, adjusted to the darkness that shines through;
My ears hear, past my ragged breath silence resounds;
My hands feel, the cold wall embraces my figure;
My mind races, as sanity wanes and logic becomes...

Multi-Faceted:
Voices takeover, slowing down my actions, feeding my demons
Futility Realised, Weakness intensified
But who really knows
In a darkness I dare not look upon.

The words echo, haunting like a ghost;
Memories flash, all the things I once boast
Lost in the currents of passing time, and yet at most
Struck down like a bird shot down at the coast.

After hitting rock bottom
No effort to make motion
The darkness takes up to cradling
A husk trapped by endless chastening,

Time wax and wanes,
With constant reminders of blame
Befalling upon your name.

Yet at points a light breeze is cast,
From a supporting pillar, unyielding mast.
They say your good is yet to pass,
As they continue to believe.

Understanding, you reach once more,
Though the memories make your being sore.
All because they open the door
These few people in your heart you store.

Repeating no longer, breaking the cycle of penance.
And elevated you can finally see,
As soft encouragement illuminates
Pulling you from that tangled state.

You feel gentle pushes,
Realising as you lose your fear
You can easily take steps forward
Because they are here.
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7L – You Can Become The Change by Kavish Kade

You can become the change 
in the world that you want to be, from 

the wide, blue sky to the depths of the sea.
There is no denying it and the world waits for you,
there are so many things in the world that you can 
start to do. Let your voice be heard no matter 
how you feel, because other people do the same 
thing to help our Earth heal. Air pollution 
conquers the air, plastic swarms around the seas,
but you can make these little changes to make our 
environment clean and green. Deforestation gets 
rid of trees and so do fires burning, but you can 
plant a few more trees and the crisis will be 

turning. There are so many ways to help the 
Earth and so many things to do, who can  

help us save the world? You know the 
answer,  it’s YOU!
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7L – Empowered by Musa Surty

The strength you need,
Will not be free,
And it will cost indeed.
You may have to look in an endless sea,
But it is out there somewhere.

Your vision blinded; your senses dulled,
The rain pitta-pattering,
Your tears begin to unfold.
Your thoughts start shattering,
Then you curl up into a ball.

In the darkest moment,
You pray to God on your knees,
Scared of yourself, your own worst opponent,
At last, he has given you the key
To a strength unfelt.  Empowered.
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7L – Empower Yourself by Ben O’Driscoll

Empower yourself
Don’t let anyone else con-
trol you. Be you
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7L – Empowered by Jethro Lyon

I am empowered
I can be who I want
I am empowered
I can be happy
I am empowered
I can claim my rights
I am empowered
I can control my life
I
AM
EMPOWERED
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7L – Empowered by Hashim Hussain

I held my head high,
Chin to the sky. 
Power’s in my veins,
I’m a horse with no reins. 
Nothing can stop me, 
My heart won’t be dropping. 
I’m bleeding with passion,
Empowerment’s my fashion. 
Everyone knows my name,
I’m a painting with no frame. 
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8L – My Poem On Why Nuclear Weapons Should Be Prohibited
by Crispin Holland

Silence for a demolished world,
The wind danced around and swirled.
That's the devastation they will bring,
Those weapons destroyed everything.
One mistake, One misfire,
Who knew the consequences would be so dire.
One weapon caused a war,
And now humans are no more.
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8L – I’m The Future by Debarun Deb

I’m the future,
I’m the water flooding the lands of existence,
I’m the last flake of snow left on Earth,

I’m the future,
I’m the acid pouring over the infinite sea,
I’m the hurricanes roaring as the last sounds of 
existence,

I’m the future,
I’m the dolphin fossils under the sea,
I’m the buried factories underneath the gravestone of 
Earth,

I’m the future,
I’m the fiery sun glaring over Earth,
I’m the ball of fire, sizzling the distant oceans,

We don’t want this future,
We don’t want this change,
We can alter this future,
We can alter this fate.
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8L – Empowerment by Aarush Manglani

Education, Education, Education
Mothers, always listen to them!
Psychology, get into the minds of others
Observation empowers you not to make mistakes and learn from others’ mistakes
Workers’ rights, free and protect people
Enlightenment makes your mind empowered
Radical thinking makes you empowered and progressive
Multi-cultural acceptance makes you diverse and tolerant
Exercise, Energy, Endorphins
No Negativity makes your mind clear with positivity and gives you empowerment
Technology Empowers you worldwide 
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8L – The World Should Be Better by William David

I want the world to be better 
That is all I ask
Mother Earth, we forgot about her
Clearing up our mess will be a task

No Knife Crimes!
No Gun Shots!
No Nuclear Weapons!
No World Wars!

I want the world to be better 
That is all I ask
Mother Earth, we forgot about her
Clearing up our mess will be a task

No Ocean Pollution!
No Deforestation!
No Climate Change!
JUST A BETTER WORLD!

I want the world to be better 
That is all I ask
Mother Earth, we forgot about her
Clearing up our mess will be a task

EMPOWERED
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8L – Empowered by Rayyan Iqbal
Everyone dreams of being empowered
Ruling the world, not being a coward
Not everyone is so strong to be
Powerful enough to make everyone go on one knee

Power is tough, it is strong
But the road to power can be very long
When you are at the top
There is much more distance you can drop.

Having power is like a cheat code
Until you realise you’ll need to turn on hard work mode
You can have anything you desire
But the fear of losing it sets a fire

Everyone dreams of being empowered
Ruling the world ,not being a coward
Not everyone is so strong to be
Powerful enough to make everyone go on one knee
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8L – Empowered by Roshan Murugupillai

The polluted air was brushing my face
This was many people’s final days,
They hid to avoid being chased,
But they were painfully erased,

Stabbed multiple times below the chest
Protesters were assaulted and under arrest ,
Scared children screaming from the window,
Everyone was full of sorrow.
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8L – The Earth - Our Home by Abhiraj Joshi
Earth Is Our Home
A home which nurtures all us humans
A home abundant of natural beauty
A home deserving to flourish
A home destined to exist for eternity
Although this isn’t the case now
We endlessly burn fossil fuels, ruining the land among us
We destroy the ozone layer, exposing us to the Sun’s harmful radiation
We are blemishing something so essential for our survival
We are making a big mistake
A big mistake indeed
We have been ignorant for too long
The Earth is yearning for action to be taken
But this isn’t the end
We have the power to revert the damage we have done
If only we all empower each other
Empower each other with the knowledge to do the
right things
To accept nature and its beauties
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8L –Empowered by Ojas Nigam
I have fallen down beyond the mortal world,
Where my voice is gone and my heart has stopped throbbing,
I was below everyone,
I was hidden behind the shadows of others.

I let myself fall to pieces 
I made myself inferior,
I weighed myself down,
I gave up my rights and conscience.

But now, I will rise once again,
From the ashes,
Conquering everything,
Where I will be heard

I will forget the past,
Look up to the bright future,
Staying above everyone and standing tall,
There will be a new me after all.
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8L – Empowered by Pranav Jagan Rao

Getting Full Marks In Maths Tests
Striving to be the best in the class
Taking the top spot for me

Enthusiasm
Putting Energy Into
Positivity
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8L – Empowered by Pranav Vinod
Everything around you,
Will affect you in some way,
The effect could be either, 
Tomorrow or today,

Anything could happen,
And you could be an affect,
For someone else who's walking by,
That you might not expect,

So as they are walking by you,
Just give them a little smile,
You don't need to pay,
And they might not have seen one in a while,

This could empower them,
And even if they're gone,
You know that they will surely,
Pass the smile on,
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8L – My Wish by Trishanth Sivalogonathan
What if I had one wish?
What would I wish for?
Get superpowers and fight villains?
Become rich and get the iPhone 14?
Become famous and get popular?
Well unfortunately no.
I know this is weird but I am different and I don't wish for any of these.
I wish for turtles to stop dying.
Stop cancer in anyone who is suffering from it.
Stop racism and Asian hate
These are what I would wish for.
Because I am grateful for all the things I have.
I appreciate all the things I have. 
Other than wishes, appreciation would empower and build for a better life.
Superpowers may not be achieved by appreciation but happiness can.
Trust me when I say this but happiness is much better than any of these things.
When you give something to this world, seeing smiles will make you happy forever.
 So, wherever a weird genie gives you 1 instead of 3 wishes choose something that will make you happy.
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8L – Superhero by Joshua Slater
Once I was a superhero
You could see me flying
But one thing that you couldn't see
Was how hard I was trying

I would lift weights day and night
Much food, I would not eat,
To make myself strong and light
Yes, that was quite a feat.

I would help the police stop crime
Would soar across the sky,
And though I loved it oh, so much,
It used up so much time.

One day, I realised,
I couldn't live like this.
I had no time to relax,
I wanted to quit.

But I had made up my mind,
No 'suasion could sway me,
So I turned to a life of crime,
A life where I'd be free.

I finally had the power
To chart my own course.
I felt so empowered.
This was oh, so cool.

Then the novelty wore off.
I saw what I had done.
Now the police were after me.
The deed had been done.

I knew there was no turning back,
To the life I'd before,
So I continued down
This path of war.

They aren't gonna win.
They aren't gonna catch me.
I can fly away from trouble.
I finally am free.

I know it will be oh, so fun
But sometimes, I do think,
Maybe this choice was not right.
What do you think?

(Although it is not up to you,
It is up to me.)
You'll prob'ly say, "Turn yourself in,
Stop being so free."
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8L – Empowered by Calvin Winkler

Strength flowing through me
And never doubting myself 

Feeling empowered
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9L – The Earth by Vikram Chohan
My name is the Earth,

I am your home,
But you destroy,

My skin and bone,
But I forgive,
And I forget,

And let you live,
But I regret.

Do you realise,
I am your only hope,

So don’t stand around and mope,
I need saving,
It’s up to you,

This is what I need you to do.

No more plastic,
And no more waste,

Because I am fading at a fast pace,
I need love,

And I need care,
Because you are polluting my air.
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10L – Twisted Vows by Murad Asadov
Why it was me whose life was hapless sold, 
Did we not swear we were to have and hold
You say, even when you saw through my flaws,
Why would you think that this now makes me yours?

If life was fair, I’d play you properly, 
So scared to play you think I’m property, 
Sincere? I’ll take your word by the letter, 
How did I end for worse and you better?

Withal, we love! In sickness and in health,
So Cheers, my friend, we drink to fame and wealth,
No more, you’ve been my wall for far too long,
I’ll scale you now, I said I’d prove you wrong. 

So, when death us do part, in God’s blest laws 
All your twisted vows did not make me yours.
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10L – Empowered by Pranav Agrawal
Every day I feel more empowered.
When I wake up I'm going to tower.
Anger fails
Love prevails.
Feeling stronger I rise and hover above it, above the hour.

Time, time makes us stronger,
gives us the chance although it will take longer.
Working harder
getting faster.
Time is a gift; time is our power.

The power we give; the power we take,
This gives us the chance to liberate.
The strength to change
because no longer are we chained by our own ways so strange.
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10L – Whales by Leo Okada-Lee 

I wonder who it’ll be this time
Another man with a temper I suppose,
I’ll keep shouting until I stop
Because the walls are thin, very thin.

They tell me that the walls are thick
As thick as paper, I suppose
But no one sees isolated paper
Yet I will never be a whale.
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10L – Empowerment by Ismail Surty

Empowerment is a skill,
That does not require a drill.
And there cannot be peace until;
The prevailing of the strongest will.

For the week to feel just as strong;
As those who have found where they belong.
For the shy to be just as bold,
As the strongest leaders of old.
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10L – Rise by Arnav Jain

Through those times
Where all is lost, 
And darkness burns, in
My hopeless mind.
Those fallen ashes
Give birth to me again,
I rise.
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10L – Empowered by Sarvajeet Singh
Though I have felt pain, I’ve prevailed,
Through all the losses and disdain,
Though I’ve prolonged hardships and hate,
I can only wait for the future to dictate.

Though I feel anger inside me,
I smile, even though that’s not how I feel,
To substitute every bad memory with a good one,
To make friends when the scars of the past are not yet gone.

Though I feel the predominant sadness,
I lift my head high, high above the gloom and darkness,
For that one serving beacon of hope is what wills me on,
In times where the people we know are gone.

To know that you have reached the pinnacle of failure,
Motivates you to take longer strides to achieve that treasure.
When the world seems to go against you,
But in fact, you’re not alone; other people feel this too.
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10L – Empowerment by Jack Jansen
Oh please, someone save me
From all this empowerment,
Oooo, empowerment here, 
Oooo, empowerment there,
Why can’t they see
That now, it’s everywhere.
Each average kid has
His own empowered life somehow,
Say anything, and
That’s against someone’s human rights now,
Honestly I can’t stand
That I have to stand for something all the time,
All I know is that I’m
Resigned. I know I’ll never ever win,
Tell me, do you remember
When ‘empowerment’ used to mean something?
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10L – Empowered by Varun Vijay

I am empowered, 
Continuing at all costs 
and waiting for you.
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10L – Empowered by Roopal Chakraborty
The goose rolls down from the comfort of its nest
Into a world filled with dominance and lies
Where swans are always higher and of order
Than their smaller brown relatives

The beauty of the swans! Immersing its head in the smooth water
And raising its head elegantly out of the water with a gentle swash.
Towering above the surface of the water
To intimidate, to scare away the lowly, the awkward, the clueless
Living in shadows and bowing down to the swans

Like an apple to an orange
But more so an orange to a tangerine
Taught by their mothers and practiced by their fathers
To never look up - always down.
For such is, the disparity between right and wrong
That life carries on.

Then a younger gosling voices out
The demands and wants that nobody dares to mention
To the elegant swans full of condescendence.
Says ‘We want change, We want freedom!’

And after fights and riots they are not told but tell others
To look up - never down.
For such is, the power of change between right and wrong
That life carries on.
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7M – Being Empowered Is Bad by Mohammed Bagwan

Being empowered is bad, because
It makes you mad. You go
Crazy with power, you spend your power
And you become lazy. Because of this,
You succumb to greed; greed pushes you
Slowly into need. So if anyone asks
Do you want to be empowered, tell
Them that you want to be unpowered.
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7M –Empowered by Kang Nan Lee
The sun glares over the land.
Some rely on it, some will
Wither and dry up, parched.
However, flowers bloom,
Birds sing,
Humans run around and laugh, empowered
By the sun.

Rocks fall from mountains, tumbling
Down and down, crushing,
Flattening and compressing.
But tools are made,
Homes are built,
Humans run around and laugh, empowered
By the rocks.

The waves beat against the rock,
Eroding, abrasing, shattering,
Rocks sink to sand,
Still, water is drunk
Used to clean,
Used for life.
Humans run around and laugh, empowered
By the waves.
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7M – Lots of People Will Never Return by Tim Rupasov
Tall trees covered in snow,
A trumpet begins to blow,
And tanks shoot shells
And the metal rings like bells.

Machine guns rattle and shake
And scorching fires bake.
Bombs fall like rain
And there are groans of pain.

An explosion starts a fire
Near the barbed wire.
Soldiers fall, one by one
But the battle is not done.

Artillery fires without a stop
And they climb to the top.
All filled with hate,
They charge towards their fate.

Through the minefields, towards the trenches,
Clearing their way,
The enemies shall pay
For the people they killed
For the lakes of blood they filled.

The soldiers reach the trenches
And there is a fight
Which lasts until night
Until the battle is done.
But there will be no fun,
Even though the flag is raised
And the winners all appraised,
There will be no celebration
As there has been devastation:
Lots of people will never return.
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7M – Empowered by Noah Karlsson

English lessons empower you
They can even let you fly
They can let you live in a show
They can let you fall from the sky
They can make a killer chase you
But the hero never dies
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7M – Empowered by Sam Richardson

Everything
May
Power
Our
Words
Entering
Reality
Entering
Days
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7M – Empowered by Corin Williams

A tremor, 
Starting deep underground.
Miles beneath the surface,
A tiny sound.
It isn’t much,
It’s too small to notice.
But still, I can feel it.

It begins rising,
Rising like a jet,
Rising very gently.
Soon it’s soaring,
Soaring through the ground,
Breaking the crust beneath me.

It reaches my feet,
It’s a gentle tickling.
It fizzes up my body.
It’s rising like bubble.
When it reaches my head,
It erupts like a volcano.
Now it’s shooting around my body
Just like a firework.

A strange feeling is in my body.
Confidence radiates from me.
My entire soul beams.
I have been empowered.
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7M – Empowered by Avaneesh Piradeepan
Empowered by technology
In the 21st century, in came the Apple Mac
Saying goodbye, to the old fax.
And there came some wireless calls,
When old tech came to fall.

The word Bluetooth was already out;
But only then it was shout about.
Out came some new phones;
Along with some people’s moans.
Tech improves, good and bad.

In 2014, another advance takes place:
Amazon found a way to strike people’s face
With astonishment, amazement and awe.
They made it so good that people want more.

They put intelligence into machines;
And made people keen.
A voice they made with a computer tone
That helps you control your home;
All you say is “Alexa” and what you long for
And it does what you want, nothing more.
So, Alexa helps you get your job done,
When you enjoy nothing but fun.

Much has changed since the start of this century,
From smartphones to spy drones.
From time to time, they've cut down the moans;
And empowered me to want to make one too.
As I love tech more, it could never give me any bore.
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7M – Empowered by Elvin Fatullayev

I trudge down the room,
My hand holding a broom.
“This is a horrible class!”
“I would want to be on Mars!”
“Sir!”
“Your coat is dropping fur!”
Then I escorted the child next door,
I shot him and left him lying on the floor.

The end (for him).
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7M – Empowered by Nathan Faulkner

I wasn’t empowered
I felt really weak
I was trapped in my mind zone
And didn’t try to get free

Suddenly I was empowered
I felt really strong
I could travel out of my base
And hope it wouldn’t stop
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7M – Empowered by Rushik Patel

For scarce food they hunt;
Without their happy mother.
That is empowered.
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7M – Empowered by Aarush Kumar

There once was a teacher called Empowered
He used to teacher empowered daily
But he let down his empower
And empower left him
So now they were equal

There once was a gun called Empowered
Who killed everybody
But his mag was low
And soon blew up
So now it didn’t work

So the teacher met the gun
The teacher refilled the mag
And now they worked together
And soon they became famous.
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7M – Are You Empowered? by Sam James

Are you empowered?
Are you a teacher that makes a student a coward?
Are you the manager of a football team?
Are you the boss of a company that makes ice-cream?

Anyone could be one of the above,
Just show people love,
But do you have what it takes?
Let me ask you again, are you empowered?
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7M – Empowered by Advaith Guda

Empowered.  I was.
In every possible way.
I had motivated me.
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8M – Empowered by Siddharth Iyer
With every step that is taken
A Power surges inside
Purposeful and awakened
Supplying and providing
Every living cell
With the ability to excel

With all the power
Available and free
Anyone can be empowered
They can all have superpowers
to scour and overpower
feelings that devour
all our inner power

confidence and excellence
anything that is desired
top of the mountain
king of the hill
hoisted up high
by the power that builds
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9M – Perseverance by Oliver Karlsson

Always persevere,
Courage is found from within,
Empower yourself.
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10M – Empowered by Noah Palmer

Exalted, sublime
Like Giants we stand above
The world at our feet
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11M – Empowered? by Jacob Bickerstaffe
Empowered?
Speak not the word -
Tis foreign to me
Trapped in a nation with the minority the majority,
The 'people's will' the people's woe
And the governing party a partying government

Integrity? Who's he?
£4.3 billion to fraudsters from the magic money tree,
Trading cats and dogs for women and men,
One rule for them, another for me?

'World-beating'? Or beaten by the world?
Rising prices and fuel poverty,
Or perhaps a thriving kleptocracy,
Whose heart attack patients are ambulance drivers,
And 154,000 dead a victory?

'Global Britain'? Really?
A nation tearing at its own seams,
Retreat and aid cuts its sole policy,
Truss-ting in cheese,
Bashing the frogs,
More than 99 problems but the Troubles ain't one?

The licence fee? What did the Romans ever do for us?
Will it take the Spanish Inquisition to discover
that from Strictly to Radio Three,
With the World Service at our service,
The problem here isn't the BBC?

I'm angry and tired -
Government by scandal just isn't my cup of tea.
But with no constitution nor restitution, 
No vote 'til 18,
And PR still for business rather than setting us free,
Tell me, what's empowering me?

Notes: PR can stand for public relations or proportional representation. 
'Truss-ting in cheese' refers to Liz Truss's infamous cheese speech. 
'The minority the majority' refers to the fact that a minority of the electorate elects a majority government
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7T – What Is It? by Ezra Ting
To empower is like to add.
They start from their number,
But then you add another,
And they become more than they were before.

The person you empower is like a root word.
They start off as a single word
But then you add to them,
And now they are similar, but very slightly different.

When you empower someone else, it is like you form a covalent bond.
You have extra electrons,
They have empty spaces,
And you share an idea, now both possessing them.

To empower is to enhance.
To grow, to help, to defend.
It may be small to you, or may take some time,
But to them, it is priceless.
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7T – Diamonds by Emre Sakaoglu
Empowerment,

What does it mean?
Empowerment is like Diamonds,

It means freedom.
It means joy. 

Why is it important?
What do I do with empowerment?

Diamonds are precious,valuable, Don’t lose them.
You won’t be bossed around.

You will be free.

How can I keep empowerment?
What if I lose all my empowerment?

Diamonds only break under pressure, don't let it get to you.
Be around good people.

Do good.
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7T – Empowered by Olly Taylor

Hundreds of people,
Standing shoulder to shoulder,
Heads looking down,
Cruelty was coming,
How much though was unheard,

Soldiers walked alongside them,
As the rest slumped along,
Not allowed to say a word,
Cruelty was coming,
How much though was unknown,

As they finally got there,
After an energy-draining walk,
Their heads dropped,
They saw thousands of people through the mist,
Maybe even more,
All of them starving,
Pale and thin,
No one looked at them,
Not even sure if they could,
No one here looked good,

They were shoved in,
Metal surrounded them,
The factories contained them,
Within a couple of days, even they got thin,

Months later, winter hits,
Colder people, more work, and no mitts,
There was nothing worse,
People cried out in pain,
It was only a matter of time
Till everyone looked the same.

30 in a room, 5 in a bed,
At this point, they might as well be dead,
Cruelty is here, here to stay,
They might get out, one day.
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7T – Failure by Lucas Thompsett
On the road to success,
Many challenges are to be there,
And obstacles there may be,
But they must be overcome.

Failure is a hindrance,
Yet a help it can also be,
Though it must be used wisely,
For an improvement to show.

Personally, it is a drive
A hunger for more success,
And, if enough effort is put in,
A result there will be.

It may not work the first time,
Or the second or the third,
But if at first you don’t succeed,
Try, and try again.
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7T – Empower by Hugh Dwyer

Empowerment can come in many ways
Some might shock you; Some might daze
But it’s the power you have to overcome

That makes you what you want to become

But what is empowerment, I hear you ask
It’s the power you have; the challenge you grasp

Fear can stop you from doing many things
But rise above it; take what life brings

So there, if you’re then afraid of height
That’s definitely a fear that you should fight

So go on, face what bothers you
Afterwards, you’ll have that power too!
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7T – Empower by Arjun Varshney
Imagine being the most superior person,
You can tell people what to do.
They have to follow!
You’re the leader.

Who would you command first?
Your friends? Family? Or even strangers?
You have the power in your fist.
You can empower them…

What will you empower them to do first?
To start the next world war? 
To start a riot?
Or would you use the power to do something good?

You have the power in your fist.
You get to make the final decision.
You’re the most superior person.
YOU can empower them.

The final decision lies upon your shoulders.
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7T – Determination by Sean Martin
Once there was a man
He was small and lived in a can
He couldn’t do anything
Couldn’t talk about the King
Couldn’t hold a cup
He never tried to give up

And one day this man
Got tired of his small can
He tried to climb out
And he was ready to shout
“Hey guys, I did it!”
But he fell on some granite
He got near the top
So since then he couldn’t stop

His third day was strange
But his luck would at last change
Up he climbed again
Ready to meet more small men
This time he made it
He wasn’t sad, not a bit
Unlike a short elf
He had empowered himself
He could catch a ball
Feeling tall and not so small
And since that great day
That occurred sometime in May
We talked about a man
A man who used to live in a can
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7T – Empower by Ruoqi Li
Empower is a chance
To help those in need
To create a new path
Help others succeed

Or improve our culture
To do what’s right
To create harmony
To stop the fight

Maybe teach a lesson
Talk of global warming
To Lecture people
To Stop it from forming

Work out your plan
Think before you speak
Spread kindness everywhere
Do what is unique
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7T – Empowered by Aaron Andrews-Mariathomas
Empowered what comes to mind
Maybe you just don’t want to be kind
But then you don’t mind
So you see
Empowered to me
Isn’t just how we be
It is how we feel.

Sometimes we just want to act big
And want to just bully the pig
But that isn’t feeling empowered
Empowered is when you have the authority to do something
Doing a fearsome thing
Helping each other out
Whilst never being in doubt

Empowered is being kind
Even if you are blind
You still have a heart
Which is like a dart
That aims for happiness.
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7T – Empower by Sarvin Gowrikanathan
You could be empowered
You could be empowering
Everyone helps each other
One way or another.

When you think of power
You probably won’t think of sweets that are sour
Maybe people who are strong
Probably not a gong

Black Lives Matter
People’s emotions might shatter
Maybe a race
With a high pace

Equality is the key
Then everyone can be,
Treated fairly...
Instead of being noticed rarely
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7T – One Word by Sachin Mankertz
There was once a boy,
Who came from savoy,
He drove a truck,
Had a lot of luck,
And ended up king of Troy,

Then he got fired,
Suddenly became tired,
Looked pale,
Started to wail,
And out of nowhere he retired,

He realised he’d blundered,
Called as the sky thundered,
George cried in regret,
But nothing would let,
This greedy boy back,
Before he was one hundred,

So he went to bed,
Without being fed,
But someone woke him up,
Gave him a cup,
And this cup, was full of every life opportunity you could imagine-and someone had 
just given it to him-he was shocked, grateful that someone had given him the power. 
He could only say one thing-

“I feel Empowered!”
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7T – Empowered by Oliver Inzani

I am being forced to write a poem
And being empowered by Mr Humphries
My teacher is being cruel
But I shall not brawl
So this is my rhyme
I'm hoping it isn’t a waste of my time
Probably my dog
Could do a better job
Thank you for giving me the power
To think about poems for an hour
For this will boost my skills
Instead of giving me chills
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7T – Empowered by Rohit Mahadevan
Being the Prime Minister for a day 
It will feel just like your birthday 
Having all the prestige and glory 
This is only the beginning of a prolonging story 

Got the country on your side
The laws and rules you have to abide 
It may be harder than you thought 
You have to show your true colours in the court

In the important role you have to make change 
With ideas you have to exchange 
Might be tackling climate change or poverty
Keeping the country’s liberty

So many things needing to do 
Mounting numerous pressures on you 
This is a role of empowerment
So you need some encouragement. 
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7T – Empower by Pranav Arjun
People of the world,
Let’s save what we can,
Let’s do what we can,
Let’s do it right now.

Our time has finally come,
No more minutes, days, or years to waste,
We need to do what we can right here right now.
The future of the world all lays in our hands.

If you fall, we help you get back up,
If you succeed we won’t be far behind you

Only if everyone gives a try will we have chance,
A chance is all we need.

One word to finish off
Empower.
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7T – ENCOURAGEMENT AND MOTIVATION by Aarav Sharma
As I am aware
You have passed the 11+
And you are now in this school.
We will now talk about what was the secret ingredient to pass.

You may have not noticed,
But I knew it very well,
With those very hard mock exam papers,
Without this ingredient, I would have given in and broke down in tears.

And, that very thing is ENCOURAGEMENT.
You never know that it has to kick in to be successful,
I have been discouraged many times over the 11+ period,
But I never fell down like a lowly speck of dust.

You just want to note one thing,
Discouragement which we have taken upon us would have a bad effect,
Just stay motivated and you would be fine,
Encouragement and Motivation always help you succeed.

Without it, I would have been unsuccessful,
Without knowing about it, I would have never felt empowerment,
Without having to apply it, life would be boring,
Without having ups and downs, you would not have knowledge of this.

Always stay motivated and encouraged and never feel discouraged.
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7T – EMPOWERED by Montague Lyon

ENERGY COURSING THROUGHOUT YOUR BODY
FUELLING AND DRIVING YOU TO CARRY ON
GIVING YOU THAT STRENGTH, DETERMINATION
AND KNOWING THAT YOU ARE UNBEATABLE.

IT’S THE FUEL THAT KEEPS THE FIRE RAGING,
THE COAL THAT KEEPS YOU WARM DURING WINTER,
IT KEEPS YOU MOVING; NEVER GIVING UP,
NEVER TIRING; NEVER EVER STOPPING.

PEOPLE WILL LIKELY TRY AND QUESTION THIS,
BUT DEEP DOWN INSIDE OF YOU, YOU KNOW THE TRUTH,
FOR STRENGTH CAN BE ON THE INSIDE AS WELL.
IT CAN MEAN TO BE EMPOWERED.
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7T – Empowered by Ahmed Namou Jablak
Empowered. Many people consider power as money,
As popularity, or strength. But, in my opinion,
It is something much distinct. Something that is;
contradictory to the other opinions.

Power; is not money, not popularity,
Not strength, not anything like that.
Power is the compassion, empathy
And affection that charges up your very
Heart and soul. You; have power. Everyone does.

But; to empower. That is a whole new ability.
To empower someone is to shine that power,
The very compassion, empathy, and affection, to anyone.
Give them hope. Give them courage. Give them happiness.

And little do you know, when you empower that one person;
You; have empowered the world. Made a difference. Once empowering,
A chain we will be born that will spread your very power around the globe;
Travelling from person to person, empowering that person.
And, you never know when it might come back … to you.
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7T – Empowered by Max Loh
Change. What is it?
Why do we do it?
When the time comes,
Will we have the power,
The courage,
To rise up,
For the good of the world,
And say that something’s unfair?
Say that it’s not right?

When will it ever happen?
Will it ever happen?
I guess it happens when,
You realise that,
You can’t go on like this,
You can’t keep on,
Not expressing your feelings,
Of knowledge of wrong.
And change usually comes in groups,
Maybe you can’t change
Them on your own.

So you do it together,
With another.
You can spread the word,
To one person,
Who knows it’s not right.
Then that person,
Will tell another,
And another.
And if someone,
Doesn’t agree,
Then you skip them,
Move straight on.
And if someone,
Tries to stop you,
Don’t let them hurt you.
Don’t let them,
Make you stop,
Expressing your words.
Pretty soon,
You’ll have a community,
Who know it’s wrong.

Then together,
You’ll take them down,
Win with glory,
And in the end,
You’ll know,
You’ve made a difference on someone,
And you’ll have,
Empowered someone.
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7T – Empowered by Stephen Soloviy
How is power meant to be measured?
Perhaps in wealth, cars, yachts and watches,
Or maybe in things you make treasured,
Such as your grandad’s special scotches

You see, power is a word with no fixed meaning,
The entire world is trying to work it out,
And, yes, I agree, clarity would be very appealing,
But life will tend to leave us in constant doubt,

So, it is left to be decided upon by us, as one,
Or, as individuals who have beliefs that feel true.
Yet I believe power must be measured like the rays of a sun,
Each ray being a specific something so dear to you,

Never ever forget what is important to oneself,
And never believe power cannot be yours,
Since power does not measure in fame or much wealth,
But in possessions which once gone, will leave you in remorse,
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7T – Empowered by Sri Raghav Allampalli
When facing a struggle,
Don’t try and hide,
And get into a muddle.

Confidence is what you need,
In this type of situation
You’ll thank me later indeed.

Be empowered, empowered!
Don’t think about fleeing,
And stop being a coward.

When you are confident,
You’ll be clear of stress,
And feel you’ve achieved something brilliant.
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7T – I Wonder What It’s Like by Shlok Nirmal
I wonder what it’s like
I wonder what it’s like
When I can rule the land
Making crucial decisions
Doing better than other competitions
Just with a flick of a hand

I wonder what it’s like
I wonder what it’s like
Helping others and the environment
Helping animals in a strand
And to make a stand
To get help from the government

I wonder what it’s like
I wonder what it’s like
Saving the world from destruction
To stop many wars
And to open people’s doors
And to restart with some construction

I wonder what it’s like
I wonder what it’s like
When I can feel empowered
I wonder what it’s like
I wonder what it’s like
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8T – Empowered by James Damiral
so, I'm a teacher.
definitely not a preacher.
don't really have that many outstanding features.
well hopefully I'm not akin to a creature.

I have power, cool.
might use it as a tool.
shan't make myself a fool.
teachers get to make the rules.

oh. that's interesting.
I will be testing.
guess I can do some resting.
which ones will I be detesting.

class, I have some rules for you.
don't shout or ask to go bathroom.
please can none of you say boo.
however, I am here to loom.

afterwards I was bored,
and I kept getting ignored,
so I went and got a coffee,
which was topped with some toffee

at the end of the day,
when all was astray,
I then had a delay,
which came via relay

after I was paid,
I went into the shade,
then I was amazed,
for there had been no craze

so I was a teacher.
definitely weren't a preacher.
din't have outstanding features.
weren't akin to a creature.
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8T – Empowered by Yash Haldar
What gives us confidence? 
What inspires us, 
empowers us, 
lets us do something? 
We know we can do it. 
We’ve done it before. 
But we need to try first. 
Don’t let fear hold you back. 
Don’t let others get to you. 
Their opinions don’t matter. 
Let those opinions 
Empower you 
And do something new.
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8T – Empowered by Patrik Ursica

I am Empowered, 

by the way you look at me. 

I find strength in you. 
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8T – Life by Shankith Karthigkumaran
From the first sight of the world
To the last sight of the world
Everything changes
Throughout the ages
With personalities
From different communities
But everything is different
In their own way 
From across the world
to specific things 
life is life
but only we can control it 
and stand up for
inequality 
only we can empower it 
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8T –That’s All by Estiaan Lombard

In anticipation I stared at you the first time,
In an anomalistic way, I needed to.
Etched in my memory forever,
For a binary moment I froze -
I hoped you’d be the child who’s world 
Wouldn’t crumble under my watch
But you didn’t blink…
Use me with intention, that’s all.

Crowned with many peculiar faces,
YouTube, Twitter, Facebook, WhatsApp, Instagram and Snapchat…
No wonder pain freezes me with fear as I observe,
With a big heart and tiny fingers, you craft fully
Share your Dreams, your Life, your Love!
In desperation I beg Life to work for us,
Ever so beautiful the way you sparkle with it!
I’m the platform, all on display…
As we are fighting different currents of the heart,
Crashing on the shores of vulnerability, you may easily fall apart,
Use me discerningly, that’s all.

Digging too deep and you’ll lose yourself, 
Or be allowed to be manipulated – perhaps cruelly hated!
If you’re not paying the product, the product becomes you,
Even worse, your attention being Sold!
For sure, I am a tool –
Your choice, how useful...
I am Social Media, the drug they warn about,
You can get addicted, without a doubt!
Use me with purpose, that’s all.

Proclaim your beliefs,
Hang it on your wall!
Let the world follow your story, don’t let your story follow the world,
Empowered by your dreams, be who you are!
Shout out! Even scream if you dare.
You have a voice, you have a platform, use it with favour,
Never exchange yourself,
Your soul is beautiful, innocent, so idiosyncratic,
Never before, did so many listen so easily,
So loud – without apprehension,
Use me to express, that’s all.

I am the story of two wolves,
Of course, there’s a fight going on inside everyone,
The everlasting fight between two wolves…
One evil and the other good,
The winner to be the one you feed
In our world of hashtags, followers and algorithms
Follow frantically the value of human connection, that’s all.
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9T – Where Is Our Empowerment? by Jake Loh

Each life is priceless,
Or so they say,
Then why are we so weak.
Each speck so small,
So insignificant,
So dim and so bleak.

Every day, a battle,
We all do fight,
Putting heart and soul.
But is it all,
Meaningless,
If our effect, so small?

We live, we work,
We work, and work
Time and time again.
We work, we work,
We age and die,
We stay dead, and then?

Does power lie,
In the hands of,
Riches or in fame.
Are we all useless,
Each average man,
Those who have no name.

Each cog in a machine,
Each nail and screw,
Plays a vital part.
Every piece is,
Crucial in keeping,
It all from falling apart.

Do we all work for,
A greater cause,
Greater than ourselves?
Our species,
A working organism,
The people all are cells.

Cells form tissue,
Tissues form organs,
Organs form an organism.
People form groups,
Groups form countries,
Countries form the entire system.

We can find empowerment,
In each other,
Every single day.
All people in our system,
Are one,
This is the way.
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10T – Empowered by Michael Raynbird

Before the man was a coward

He knew he must change.
So, he rearranged
the thoughts in his brain.
His cowardice drained.

Now he feels empowered.
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11T – Empowered by Richard Daly

Man. Woman. Child. White. Black. Asian. Afghan. Albanian. Algerian. American. Andorran. Angolan. Antiguans. Argentinean. Armenian. 
Australian. Austrian. Azerbaijani. Bahamian. Bahraini. Bangladeshi. Barbadian. Barbudans. Batswana. Belarusian. Belgian. Belizean. Beninese. 
Bhutanese. Bolivian. Bosnian. Brazilian. British. Bruneian. Bulgarian. Burkinabe. Burmese. Burundian. Cambodian. Cameroonian. Canadian. 
Cape Verdean. Central African. Chadian. Chilean. Chinese. Colombian. Cormoran. Congolese. Costa Rican. Croatian. Cuban. Cypriot. Czech. 
Danish. Djibouti. Dominican. Dutch. East Timorese. Ecuadorean. Egyptian. Emirian. Equatorial Guinean. Eritrean. Estonian. Ethiopian. Fijian. 
Filipino. Finnish. French. Gabonese. Gambian. Georgian. German. Ghanaian. Greek. Grenadian. Guatemalan. 

Guinea-Bissauan. Guinean. Guyanese. Haitian. Herzegovinian. Honduran. Hungarian. I-Kiribati. Icelander. Indian. Indonesian. Iranian. Iraqi. 
Irish. Israeli. Italian. Ivorian. Jamaican. Japanese. Jordanian. Kazakhstani. Kenyan. Kittian and Nevisian. Kuwaiti. Kyrgyz. Laotian. Latvian. 
Lebanese. Liberian. Libyan. Liechtensteiner. Lithuanian. Luxembourger. Macedonian. Malagasy. Malawian. Malaysian. Maldivian. Malian. 
Maltese. Marshallese. Mauritanian. Mauritian. Mexican. Micronesian. Moldovan. Monacan. Mongolian. Moroccan. Mosotho. Motswana. 
Mozambican. Namibian. Nauruan. Nepalese. New Zealander. Ni-Vanuatu. Nicaraguan. Nigerian. Nigerien. 

North Korean. Northern Irish. Norwegian. Omani. Pakistani. Palauan. Panamanian. Papua New Guinean. Paraguayan. Peruvian. Polish.
Portuguese. Qatari. Romanian. Russian. Rwandan. Saint Lucian. Salvadoran. Samoan. San Marinese. Sao Tomean. Saudi. Scottish. Senegalese. 
Serbian. Seychellois. Sierra Leonean. Singaporean. Slovakian. Slovenian. Solomon Islander. Somali. South African. South Korean. Spanish. Sri 
Lankan. Sudanese. Surinamer. Swazi. Swedish. Swiss. Syrian. Taiwanese. Tajik. Tanzanian. Thai. Togolese. Tongan. Trinidadian or Tobagonian. 
Tunisian. Turkish. Tuvaluan. Ugandan. Ukrainian. Uruguayan. Uzbekistani. Venezuelan. Vietnamese. Welsh. Yemenite. Zambian. Zimbabwean.

Equal.
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11T – How We Roll submitted by Richard Daly
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12E – Self Empowerment by Jubilee Kothari

Mereat quisque palmam
We all deserve a prize
We all feel empowered
With something we possess inside

Not all of us feel empowered
Especially with the world around
Some still quiver with fear
And some are still homebound

Fear should overpower us at all
It is our lives that we must rule once and for all
We need to conquer that fear
And take what’s ours

With the future looking better with hope
We must step up and make some oaths
We must spread the feeling of empowerment
And must spread self-love and joy

We all feel empowered 
With something we possess inside
Mereat quisque palmam
We all deserve a prize
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13E – My Courage Never Was So High by Marlon Wright

Speaker 1: My courage never was so high, 
so stop me not, because do I 
transgress: I watched you from afar, 
your ashen eyes like shimm’ring stars. 
Your glance caught mine, you looked away, 
you looked then back, away again, 
fantastic thoughts consume my brain! 
To think you could, might – 

Speaker 2:                                              Feel the same? 
I fool you not, those eyes do shine, 
those deepest oceans: blue, divine. 
But we’re too strange for us to win, 
your foreign tongue, your foreign skin. 
The inside’s pure –  

Speaker 1:                                 The outside’s not? 
To this I dreamed a different plot! 
My courage higher, now I’m gone: 
my foreign skin. My foreign tongue. 
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7W – London: Empowered in 2022 by Thomas Anthony
The deserted winter streets no longer flow,
Tourists, citizens, and employees no longer show,
Empty stops and stations as buses and trains rarely came,
Desolate pubs and clubs locked their doors for pandemic was their blame,

Buds bursting and grass flourishing, the mood is alive,
Easter entered the parks and gardens with new tulips and daffodils ready to strive,
Beside the endless food markets picnics were devoured,
Elated Cambridge rowers relied on champagne to get them showered,

Selfie-taking tourists engulfed the capital with glee,
Celebrated passionately with banners and flags was The Queen’s Jubilee,
Strawberries and cream were enjoyed with the Wimbledon Tennis,
In parks there were cricket games where coronavirus was no longer a menace,

As Summer turned to Autumn the streets dimmed,
Fireworks exploded around the city and drinks were poured to the rim,
Students went back to school as the darkness was encroaching,
2023 was near and winter was rapidly approaching.
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7W – When England Were Empowered by Finlay Cantwell
This is Euro 2020,
From England’s view,
Will the Lions win?
That, I will tell you!

First game v Croatia
Beat us in 2018, 
We did get revenge,
2-nil, nice and clean.

Next, a UK derby,
Nil - nil against the Scots
A monotonous game,
Action - not a lot!

Now leading the group,
Our team has been deft.
We easily beat Czech
Now 16 teams are left.

Against our biggest foes,
Playing Germany.
Well that was underwhelming!
2 - nil, Hee Hee Hee!

Now the team is rolling,
Ukraine will be a breeze.
That prediction was correct
4 - nil with ease.

Semi-final, Denmark
Four teams remain.
Kane wins it, 2-1
England move on again.

Final is approaching
The team just wants to play.
Now everyone is thinking…
Can we go all the way?

Great fight by England,
Lost on a penalty.
Extraordinarily unlucky,
But, respect to Italy.

We will do better next time,
So don’t be feeling blue.
Because England will win
WORLD CUP 2022!!!
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7W – Empowered by Ruchindra Dissanayake
Walking past Manor Lane 
On my way home from school
I see a grand building.
And exclaim, “That’s so cool!”

To see students stream out
Of the building’s great doors.
And just hanging around 
In their smart uniforms.

Was the birth of my dream
To be part of that school.
To persevere.
And never give up.

I had to pass the 11 plus
To apply for that school.
I kept my nose to the grindstone 
And had it rubbed raw.

By my loving parents
Who saw no room to fail.
Who tutored me
So I could conquer my weaknesses.

By the time of the test 
I was bursting with knowledge.
And I answered the questions
With satisfying ease.

Empowered by my parents.
Empowered by love.
My ambition of SGS
Empowered by will.
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9W – Empowerment by Phoebus Yap

Everyone has the power to stop the rising of the sea, 
And the terrible storms that devastated homes. 
Everyone has the power to stop the raging wildfires, 
And the sudden flooding and droughts 
That lead to so many deaths 

Everyone has the power to stop the extinction of animals 
And the destruction of many habitats around the world 
Everyone has the power to slow glacial retreat
And the death of the corals, 
Which both feed and shelter many fish

Just one step at a time, 
We all have the power to stop climate change
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9W – Empowered by Asher Kirubakaran

Don’t be in fear,
Be in power
Don’t shed any tears,
Be in power
When reading this here,
Feel empowered

Don’t think that you are hated,
You are loved
For we were all made,
By the one above

Don’t live in fear,
Because it will take a hold on you forever
Instead lets all be strong,
And feel empowered together.
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10W – Empowerment by Patrick Gebka

It can start long wars
It can cause bridges to burn
It’s the poisonous fruit for dictators
People rallying up to fight
But empowerment,
It can also send a message
A message for people to fight
Not for wars or for glory
But for the things that matter most to them
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10W – Heracles by Henry Young

Blue energy surging
Death wants a purging
light, screaming out loud
Zeus, father would be proud
Immense strength, battle heat
Slaying the Hydra, an assisted feat
Many more tasks to become complete

After when, he would ascend to Olympus
Empowered immortal, “You have helped many beneath us”
Now to arise, without wings he still flies
from the words of the tongue, to a new sparkle in their eye

Myths are rarely written, yet never forgotten
on the intricate story, his empowerment had begotten.
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10W – My Little Boy, My Little Toy by Alex Foster

Once there was a boy
To me, he was a toy
Everyday I came home to him
And filled him to the brim
with disgust, revolting demonising stuff
He never broke, he was so tough
My little boy he made me pleased
My little toy, never speaking of his needs

Twas a gloomy day when he first spoke
He yelled, he screamed, out he broke
Ran, he ran far, far away across the hills 
My little boy, not destined to fulfil
My little toy a free man now.
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10W – Empowered by Chafik Aziz

Boom, boom, skrrt, pop
I feel unempowered.
Sniff, sniff, oof, wow,
My body smells sour.

Slide, slide, boom, ouch,
I slipped on some flour.
Clack, clack, splash, spelunk,
I stepped in the shower.

Ahh, ahh, mwah, mwah,
Now I feel empowered.
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10W – The Sea and I by Jacob Palmer

I gaze out at the sea
Past the rock and the tree
With waves so high
They touch the sky
And realise its worth to me

The sea oh so cold
Will burn and scald
With currents and tides
That harbour the lives
Of guys much louder than me.
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10W – Flowery Pie by Raphael Grant

One summer’s eve,
When there was quite a breeze
I climbed up the hill,
But it felt like I had to sneeze,
An itch to fulfil.

I laid my eyes upon
A fine young lass or too long,
She began to think I was weird,
So to show her I’m not, I burst into song,
See!  I have a trick or two up my beard
As I sang I picked up a lily,
A lily!  A lily! How wondrously silly!
A flower so perfect it blessed my eyes –
With this I could make a dress so frilly
Or maybe I could make a flowery pie
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10W – Empowerment by Zain Hussain

Alone I sat, single, one
Without the detriments that held me down
I slowly stumbled through the desolate town
Thinking about what I’ll do now the deed is done

No one to bother or ridicule me
I pondered, sitting by the velvet tree
No one to poke fun at me
I exclaimed in glee

I killed the world, everyone in it
for what they had done to me, thought I could handle it
but now I just feel alone
alone for all eternity, I began to moan.
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10W – Empowered by Anantharan Sureshkumar

As I went to the park
I heard a loud bark
Cause it was very dark
I thought it was Noah’s Ark

As I went closer pondering
It made me start wondering
But when it started thundering
I went and started blundering

As I woke up from my dream
There was a loud shout and scream
I ran downstairs
And looked in despair

As I had been empowered

Empowerment is what 
Empowerment is who
Empowerment is why
Empowerment is when
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10W – Empowered by Kiran Bhatia
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11W – Empowered by Vivek Sharma

I wish I was empowered.

Even lying down my mind's never okay. I'm still,
Feeling different. Not normal. Not accepted.
"You're overthinking. You're normal", they try to message,
But I'm a prisoner to what my mind tries to convey.

Like a cage but the keys are gripped in my hand,
Like a fledgling forced to fly or fall.
I'm too nervous to stand up tall,
Against the mind set for years I've installed.
It's been months since I've wanted to stand,

And rise up against this dictator,
And be positive instead of in fear.
Everyone gets a bucket to cry out their tears,
I guess mine's been spilt in my young years,
Because I'm so numb to what I hear, and
Even if I forget these thoughts, I'll hear them later.

But every sentence becomes less loud,
But every word I hear matters less,
But when I finally get to rest, when this happens,
My keys would break me out.

My jail time is done.
With the help of others,
I can finally throw this key out my palm.

I'll lie down in peace, I'm now,
Feeling different. But that's a good thing.
Right?

I'm happy to be empowered.
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11W – In the Face of Crisis by Anton Simovic

By surviving crisis, we began an ascent
Towards a world in which our humanity will bind
Us together. In the past, each small fracture
Would have shattered the country, leaving it split
Into pieces. But we have stood up, spat in the face of chance, and made a haven
For even the weakest. The world was never as cold as an icebox
Nor as harsh as a sandstorm. Empower even the weakest, and harmony comes as a breeze.
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Step into the Light by Mr Karlsson

Some people like to put you in a box -
put you in their place for you.
It makes them feel better.
It mutes their insecurities
if you stay there, silently,
fitting their narrow expectations.

Maybe it’s a power thing?
The need to control - make a mark.
What is it about petty humans
and their Machiavellian ways?
Is it possible to be better than that?
To reach beyond such shallowness -
to sidestep the primrose path.

To me, your star shines bright
in a universe that is vast and wide,
where there’s space for each of us
to blaze - like meteors.
You have permission to be
true to everyone (including yourself).
No box will ever contain you.
Just continue to do what’s right,
laugh, and step into the light.
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The Storm by Mr Waterman

Do not mistake my equanimity for indifference; just as the eye of a hurricane is calmness whilst the ferocity 
of nature rages outside, leaving devastation in its wake, my inherent self-regulation contains the primordial 
forces trying to break out. 

A smile is just a frown turned upside down, so do not mistake a book for its cover, as this book has hidden 
depths, in which you do not want to delve, as within lies darkness.

A Vulcan experiences emotions, however has learned to master them by applying logic and self-regulation, 
so on the face of it appears unemotional and akin to a robot. You do not want this robot to activate as then 
the Terminator is engaged, and it has no pity, no mercy and will accomplish its objective: your education!
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Two Poems by Mr Rai
Your place on the horizon is forever reserved. 
It goes nowhere, but follows me everywhere.

Like the light of the Sun given to the face of the Moon, beauty shows, so the eyes can see.

Gaze upon it - wonder and dare to drown, 
forever lost - yet free.

This place is yours, 
visit me again soon. 

I've seen your face,
And because of you, I spit Stars.

Even the puddle gets to carry the face of the Moon.

ln this ocean, facing sky in the dead of night,
I wonder... what are these lights?

1

2
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Empower by A Mystery Staff Poet

Empower, empower.
When a bud becomes a flower,
It was no accident or incident.
It was nurtured and fed,
And told that it could…
Which gave it the strength
And belief that it would
Be the best it could be,
And this is why we
Should be sure to encourage,
Build up, feed and nourish,
Help everyone flourish.
This is all that I ask.
Are you up to the task?
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Ever by Another Mystery Staff Poet
If you ever felt helpless,
A little small,
Tough day at school?
Tricky moment,
Thought ferment,
Trying to be cool. 

Know that kindness,
It is out there.
Kindness, 
Showing care,
We can,
He can, she can,
They can,
You can put it,
Out there. 

How to begin?
Reel it all back in. 
Take a moment,
Thoughts re-ferment.
Work it out.
Learning how to fix it.
It doesn’t matter,
If each time,
The teacher ticks it.

Learning from the answer.
The smallest things
Become the greatest things.
The seed of a thought
The seed of a tree
Grows in size,
In stature, 
In ability. 

Giving help,
Giving kindness,
Giving thought,
The moment’s caught,
Captured in memory,
Imagination,
Gives the seed support. 

With each small thought,
Effort given,
Reap the harvest,
From the darkest,
Towards the light,
From the cold,
Into the warmth,
From that tiny seed,
Of thought, of kindness,
Whether to you,
Or Another,
But yes, through you,
Now,
Flowered,
Your days will ever,
Be empowered!
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Some Say by Mr Griffiths
Some say it started years ago
When revolutions rolled
Through Europe and America,
New ideas therefrom strolled

Right through our very conscious minds
Before deep dive below,
Where dreams and Limbo intersect
In dumb and stupid show.

Leading thinkers of the age
Infected by such pleasure,
Cancelled out a past which 
Strong societies all treasure.

And that’s the point, ay, there’s the 
Rub, where did this actual start?
At what stage in our history
Did revert we basic part?

When did it become so dark
And dangerous that those powers
Had control of all of us,
Including our grave flowers?

Placing them one side, then 
Taking spade to dig the earth,
Wrenching decomposing corpse
Destroying memory’s worth.

That’s when it came to me,
The adolescent tragedy
In which the Moor, was plain to see,
Behaved he quite abominably

Pulling dead men from their rest
Set upright at friends’ doors,
Carved in chests a hateful message
Sorrow his applause.

But this was puerile effort,
Though a straight line would be drawn
From Aaron through Iago, Edmund
Brains they owned o’er brawn

Manipulating others, 
Through control destroying those,
The good this wretched world
Who would their wicked will oppose.

I used to blame poor Descartes
For the state we’re in today,
Separating mind and body,
Soul left in dismay.

But that’s quite as futile as
The Bard being sole in charge
Of gross absurdity our age
Continuing to enlarge.

No, he was more clever,
Of course, for genius knows
Removing God from our equation
Splatters face our nose.

Look at the Lear universe
Where deity is dead,
Or if indeed exists at all
It on our pain is fed.

And then I blamed poor Darwin,
Scientist of massive note,
Another genius the world
Whole species by his rote

Or even Galileo, that
Victim persecuted
By a church in need reform
Since Pardoners hirsuted

Conned the very populace
They should have been protecting,
Caused the Reformation
(‘Sola fide’ needs inspecting).

Anyway, it ended up
With tramps beside the road,
Vladimir and Estragon
In need of helpful toad

To show them quite the difference
Tween the two thieves on the cross,
The Penitent with truthful thought,
Impenitent at loss.

Look, we jettison the prophets,
Jesus, God and Ghost,
The final messenger Mohammed
Lake of fire we’ll roast;
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Some Say by Mr Griffiths  (continued)
There is a moral Law the cosmos
Scatters quite the proud
Imagination of hearts,
A hardened, wrathful crowd.

The planet is a-warming,
There is no doubt of that,
Its temperatures keep climbing
Won’t be kept out by sun hat,

But if we keep on listening
To ex-presidents like him,
Encouraging our children angry
Back of queue so dim

We’ll end up in the Grimpen Mire,
Hound of Hell our throat,
Tearing it till bloody mucus
Blocks up Dartmoor moat.

We need God back, and on our map
Protecting from above,
Go to John 3:16
And its message there of love

See, Hades, Underworld & Sheol
Lacked any kind of care,
Concern for human beings
Was at bottom their welfare   

They kept them shade and shadow,
Cerberus and deadened judge,
Rhadamanthus his gavel
Tartarean soul sludge.

But with Christ’s appearance 
Came a calendar for man,
We were held in high esteem
Our cannot turned a can.

But what did we do with this love,
This unearned comfort whole,
We chucked it back our Giver’s face
Returned our sinful soul.

By turn of twentieth century then
We thought we’re best alone,
Two World Wars resultant
Miracle a third unknown.

And now we’re in the twenty first,
And twenty years at that
Our faith is in technology
A great big steaming vat!   

It has no love for us,
It simply drains our lives away,
Till one day do we drop down dead
Quite wasted our foray.

People may say nice things,
Our funeral e’en attend,
There eulogise about our life
The goodness we did tend.

You see, the grand illusion
As it ever comes to us
Through social media, likes and 
followers
Making of us fuss

Was actual planted long ago
When we began to read,
Each paper, pamphlet, book or novel
Then our daily feed,

Quite drawing line our psyches,
Splitting up our minds,
Dividing our subconscious thought
So that it then unwinds

Just like this piece before you,
Writers madder still,
Plundering our crazy thoughts
So we can have our fill.

We’re bonkers as each other,
Relationship is sick,
The writer creates twaddle
Which the reader absorbs quick

But then it got more tasty
When dark cinema was found,
Film now dumping pictures
On the canvas of our round

The moment television sat
The corner of our room
Was when collective sanity
Lit up and then went boom!
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Some Say by Mr Griffiths  (continued)
Computing followed quickly,
Gaming its coat tails,
Before we’d even realised
New multiverse blew gales.

Forget your meta nonsense,
We’re already screwed
Technology has humped us
And then eaten us for food.

There is no hope, there never was
When mobile phones got clever,
Taking all our time, our heads
Plunged in their never-never.

Never mind the wisdom of the
Ages that have past,
Care for soul and spirit
Through our life until its last

Plunder, pillage, rape
The information that is ours,
Live unto the moment
Planet Earth and then on Mars.

For make mistake it none
That destination is ours next,
Never mind the mess we’ve made
Of this one, we’re all hexed,

Abandoning belief in higher
Power up above,
Content to stuff our faces with
Transmission’s lack of love.

That’s why the rate of suicide
Is smashing through the roof,
Self-harm, depression, gloominess
In charge and on the hoof,

It’s why the news can tell us
That we’re never ever safe,
In life, in death, and in between
Our happiness does strafe,

We’re so inured we hardly notice
We’ve already lost
Our whole entire being
To this behemoth’s grand cost.

Leviathan has managed to 
Unhook from scaly jaws
The ring that kept it tethered
To divinity’s grand cause

It snorts in ire and with its
Massive pitchforked tail
Floods us extra water
On our homeland’s system frail.

So alone we feel,
So utterly devoid of care,
We even think the planet
That we live on strips us bare

The only way, the only way
To get out of this bind
Is recognise a hand benign
Which guides us humankind,

Put the golden calf away,
The selfie stick as well,
Open up our hearts and minds
To others’ rightful swell.

Bury disagreement with the
Spade of consolation,
Accept a rival point of view
As next to our own station.

Refrain from demonising those
We otherwise would friend,
Opinions are ephemeral as
Broken fences mend.

Some say it started years ago
When revolutions rolled,
It’s time to reckon with them
And return our shepherd’s fold
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Legacy by Mrs Jones

The cool gentle hand on my forehead that settled me to sleep.

The crumpled notes pressed into my protesting hands:
‘Buy something nice for yourself!’

Scones, crumpets, pineapple fruit cake, a listening ear, and good advice.

Open arms waiting for me at the end of a long drive.

The gift I will always carry with me:
the certain knowledge that I am loved.
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